
A Turkish company specializing in the production 

of laboratory blood analysis system is looking for 

distribution services or manufacturing or joint 

venture agreements 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BOTR20210430001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

The Turkish company that produces blood staining devices, phototherapy devices, 3D design, and modeling 
also provides consultancy services. The blood staining devices are used in university research hospitals, 
public and private hospitals, veterinary research centers, central laboratories, private clinical laboratories, 
bone marrow centers. The company is looking for distribution services or manufacturing or joint venture 
agreements. 
 
 
The Turkish company was established in 2019, Kayseri/Turkey. The company provides 3D modeling and 
industrial design services/consultancy. It is specialized in design for the healthcare sector. In addition, the 
company provides consultancy services to projects. The blood staining device is a device that is frequently 
used in all body and tissue laboratories, especially in hematology laboratories. It is an important diagnosis 
and diagnosis bridge between the patient and the doctor. Since the blood staining process is a long and 
laborious process, the use of devices that speed up the process significantly shortens the diagnostic time. 
Focusing especially on laboratory technologies, the company is currently working on Hematology & 
Oncology laboratories. They produce a laboratory blood analysis system. It is a device that automates the 
process of dyeing blood and body fluids with special medical dyes according to standard protocols for the 
diagnosis of certain diseases in Hematology-Oncology laboratories of hospitals and includes a physician-
assisting disease prediction system using artificial neural networks. The experienced team of the company is 
qualified to use the Dassault Systemes Solidworks program. For this reason, the company can work 
according to the wishes of the customers. They want to develop projects together by collaborating with 
companies and researchers working on the application of artificial intelligence and disease diagnosis and 
diagnosis systems, especially in the field of laboratory technologies, within the scope of a joint venture 
agreement. They are looking for distribution services or manufacturing agreements to reach new 
customers/users and new markets. 
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